PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT REGIONAL MEETING

California Community Colleges
Common Assessment Initiative

- Learn how it is being developed by diverse in-the-field practitioners from across the state.
- Benefit from knowing how the tool will be piloted with students at multiple campuses.
- Be confident that you’ll have local control of math, reading, writing and ESL placement.
- Meet Common Assessment Initiative (CAI) team members and representatives from other colleges.
- Get answers to your questions about what it means for your campus.

WHAT: Regional Professional Development Meeting for Common Assessment Initiative Implementation

WHO: English, ESL, Math & Counseling Faculty, and Research and Assessment staff

WHY: Make it easier for students to take assessments with portable results. Your college benefits from more effective local placement. At this professional development session, learn how to get started, form an implementation team and take the first steps for a smooth transition. Other sessions will be offered in Los Angeles in February, Sacramento in March and Bay Area in April.